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Introduction
Social urban rehabilitation requires acomplex and integrated approach, one which brings logether various groups of professionals and lay people alike, and traverses the traditional departmental divisions
within urban bureaucracy and management.' The aim of this kind of urban policy, in short, is to tackle
social exclusion concentrated in rundown urban areas. For many European cities, such complexity and
an integrated approach in urban policy-making a re familiar from their experiences of being a European
Capital of Culture. In the course of preparing for and implementing such a cultural capital project (and
in its aftermath) urban policy-making in the city of Pécs too hasbeen-and continues to be- faced with
tasks very similar to the challenges posed by social urban rehabilitation. Pécs is in a special situation
in this respect as th ese two kinds of urban policy have defined much of its post-millennial urban policy,
their threads becarning intertwined in many ways, and the purpose of this paper is to evaluate the conditionsunder which the two ultimately click or clash.
The potential role ofuniversities in boosting local and regional economies is weil known, but their innovation potential is equal ly valid in variaus areas of policy-making, especially in local and regional
contexts. 2 Rence, the pa per looks at universities in European Capitals of Culture from the perspeclive
of their role in urban policy formation. In the case of the University of Pécs, such a role is to be explored
with respect to the two most challenging post-millennial urban projects: Pécs as European Capital of
Culture in 2010 and social urban rehabilitation in Pécs East, a once-prosperous, but now run-down districi which used to be home to the mining community.

Social exclusion and urban policy in the context of social capital
The theoretical background of the paper employs one of the most successful social science concepts of
recent times, that of social capitaL Social capital is both a sociological theory that concentrates on the
interplay of networks in society, the trust that holds them logether as weil as the social norms they animate, but it has also become a more and more powerful policy concepi in the context of economic and
social development. Th ese t wo faces of social capital, one scientific and he other policy-oriented, make
it a useful paradigm to study particular social problems (social exclusion and urban segregation) as weil
as the policies related to the se problems.

Egedy, Kovács and Morrison 2005:7 1-75, Egedy 2005:30, Bukowski and Füzér 2007:18.
Varga 1998, 2009.
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The dazzling success of social capital both in the academia of the social sciences 3 and in the policy
world4 was fo liowed by a wave of criticism. The concept of social capital was criticized5 for its under·
theorised background and for attempting too much in explaining a great variety of social phenomena
such as health condition, educational attainment, success on the labour market, quality of life, govern·
ment performa nce and, of course, econom ic development. 6 In the practical world of development polic).
social capital received criticism7 for the way in which it was treated as panacea for ali social problems.
Much of this criticism is well-founded, for the standard theory of social capital lays the th rust of its
emphasis on distinguishing its approach from that of social network analysis, and, in doing so, relieson
three estabi is hed concepts of sociological theory: t rust, networks and social no rrns. The problem is that
it handles these sociological concepts both theoretically and, especially, empirically - rather casually
In the policy world, on the other hand, we see that the development of social capital is considered to
be a relatively inexpensive solution for camplex problems such as poverty or econom ic backwardness.
This means that the optimism attached to social capital promises a !ess expensive alternative to, and not
merely a supplerneni for, other, very expensive means of development.
In response to criticisms, one of the most pmrnising developments in the theory of social capital has
been the introduction of distinctions among three types of social capital: bonding, bridging and link·
ing. 8 This move has aHowed reconnection to the sociological theories that stand in the background of
social capital and has made possihleamore camplex and robust re-theoretisation ofhow trust, network
and social norms intertwine in the three forms of social cap ital. This development gives new impeius
to ernpirical research also and, as we shall argue in this paper, should certainly be integrated also into
instruments of urban policy, where such a distinction has been al! but missing.9
Bonding social capital is inherent in networks that build on a high degree of personal t rust as weil a
honesty, reciprocity and trustworthiness in such relationships as family, relatives and close friend.
Those who do not be long to the se networks a re elosed off from th em. Bonding social capital plays a
vital role in the li ves of ali social groups since it is a guarantee of wellbeing, interpreted as realising
variaus levels of satisfaction wi th life, as opposed to the material dimension of welfare.
The relations belonging to bridging social capital are predicated upon generalised trust among people.
and reguire a considerable degree of honesty and reciprocity. Th ese relations connect us to people be·
longing to social groups other than our own, such as classmates, acquaintances or colleagues. Bridg·
ing social capital is, on the one hand, vital to social integration and, on the other hand, constitutes a
resource which is supportíve ofprogress in termsof both the individual career and of household statu
The concept of linking social capital is applied to the relations wi th in the hierarchical structuresof so·
ciety which connect us to people in positions of influence ('good connections'). In such cases, expecta·
tions ofhonesty and reciprocity prevail but in very different configurations compared to the two previ·
ous types: linking social capital can, for example, thrive in a web offavaurs that can be interpreted a a

-

3 Cf. the chart depicting the steady rise ofacademic articles on social capital from 1984 to 2003 compited by Hatpern
(2005:9). The late 1980s were marked by the contributions of Pierre Bourdieu and James Coleman, whereas the major
inspirationsin the t990s ca me from Robert Putnam and Francis Fukuyama. By the turn of the millennium, more than
a 100 academic articles had been published on social capital, and this figure almost triptedin the following three years.
4 Besides international development agencies such as OECD (200!), or the World Bank (ef its task force on social capital:
http://web.wortdbank.org/WBSlTE/ EXTERNALITOPlCS/EXTSOClALDEVELOPMENT/EXTTSOClALCAPlTAL.
visited on Ot /07/201 t), severa l countries' national development policies haverelied on soc ial capital such as the UK,
Canada, Australia, New Zeatand or lreland. ln the US, the social science doyen of social capital, Robert Putnam initiateda
nation-wide soc ial capital development strategy in the form of the Saguaro Seminar (http://www.hks.harvard.edu/saguaro.
visited on 01/07/20! l t) as weil as several concrete projects (ef http://www.bettertogether.org, visited on 01 /07/201 t).
5 E.g. by Portes 1998: t, 8.
6 For the pro arguments ef Fukuyama t 995, Putnam 2000.
7 E.g. by Woolcock 2000.
8 Woolcook 2001:13-14, Field 2003:42-43 , Halpern 2005:26-31.
9 One important exception is Gittel and Vidal (1998:13-23): their analysis of community development
corporations evokes the bonding-bridging social capital distinelion (ignoring linking social
capita l) but ends up almost ignoring social capital in the programmes' evaluation.
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system of corruption - witness to the warning that social capital does not always and necessarily have
only positive social implications. 10 It is ev iden t that, in any society, linking social capital plays a central
role in attaining and retaining advantageous social positions. This type of social capital is predicated
upon a mi x of trust in the formai , institutional structures of society as well as on trust in in forma l connections that often override form al hiera rchies. Linking social capital was arguabi y the chief as set in
the post-communist transformation process11 and acted as a catalyst intheredistribution of other forms
of capital - resulting in the creation of vas t social inequalities, one manifestation of which is urban
segregation.

Social urban rehabilitation: three models of urban
policy development and implementation
Social urban rehabilitation as a social practice takes many forms, as demonstrated by internati onal
comparative studies. 12 We integrate the most relevant features of this practice along four dimensions
to formulate three distincti ve models of urban rehabilitation: the expe rt model, th e partnership model
and the community plan n ing model. First of ali , we differentiate aceord ing to the types of actors who
participate in the forrnation and implementation of social urban rehabi litation policies. Secondly, the
mious act ivities involved in urban policy forrnation are conce ptualised and translated, third ly, into the
dimension of policy measures. Finally, and most importantly for the arguments pursued in this paper,
the implications of social urban rehabilitation for social capital are evaluated in each idea] typical case.

The dimension of actors in social urban rehabilitation
An obvious group of actors in social urban policy forrnation are municipal officials work ing in various departments of a city's bureaucracy (the chief role played by urban plan n ing officials w ith a background in architect ure, civ il eng ineering or urban planning) as weil as local politicians. There is a great
difference, however, in terms of the dominance of this group of actors: in the ex pert model they play
therole of initiators and contractors of consuiting fi rrns, vital actors under this model. In the partnership model, municipal officials and local politicians are only "first among equal" partners in formulating and implementing social urban rehabilitation programs, whereas in the community planning
model they w ithdraw to the background and Jargely delegate the task of initiating, formulating and
implementing social urba n rehab ilitation to a di strict multi-professional management agency. Such an
agency brings city-employed officials a nd local experts so close to loeals as to make them work on spot,
in everyday contact wi th loeals which makes it possihle to carry out joint work and not onl y the coordination ofvarious actors, as in the case of a multi-professional agency that is integrated into an urban
development agency of city-wide relevance. Experts of local un iversities provide v ital input for multiprofessional management agencies of both types. From a mong loca l actors, lob by groups are by and
large the only loea ls consuited in the ex pert model, w hereas the partnership model lays g reat emphas is
on finding local answers in local voices and involves as partners in the forrnation and implementat ion
of social urban policy a great variety oflocal actors such as local civil organisations, local businesses,
local public service providers (schools, district doctors, beaitb visitors) and also other types of local actors such as local parisb priests. In contrast to the partnership model, the community planning model
explicitly attempts to tap beyond the lines of organised and institutionalised local society to address
and involve alllocals, irrespective of their prior position within the local community. Under this model
an attempt is thus made to make each and every member of the local community a participa nt in social
urban rehabilitation.

10 Field 2003:7 1-90, Whitehead 2004, Füzér et al. 2005.
ll Böröcz 1993, 2000.
12 Egedy, Kovács and Morrison 2005.
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The dimensions of activities and policy instruments of social urban rehabilitation
The urban rehabilitation policy that is developed under the expert model is designed by consuiting
firms and can contain a programme of (or even be a fully ftedged policy of) clearance, which means
that a segregated neighbourhood's housing stock is demolished, families are moved to other neighbour·
hoods and the plot of their forrner neighbourhood is no Ionger used for residential purposes, at least
not for poor households. Alternatively, rehabilitation policy under the expert model concentrates not
on the demolition but on the physical revitalisation of the infrastructure of segregated neighbourhoods,
such as public spaces (parks, squares, playgrounds etc.), public buildings (schools, health facilities, etc.),
residential buildings and utilities. The focus, however, is still almost exclusively on the infrastructural
dimension ,13 wi th the only exception being programmes airned at strengthening local trade, asthemost
easy-to-grasp element of the local economy.
As opposed to the expert model, the objectives of physical and social rehabilitation are equally im·
portant under the partnership model. 14 The partnership model embraces a practice well-know in the
development profession: work with stakeholders, do not apply universal solutions but search for local
answers, preferably in local voices. The urban rehabilitation policy under the partnership model is not a
matter of effarts behind w riting tables: its eleme nts are developed in the course of consultations, work·
shops and meetings among local partners, coordinated by the management agency. Projects are imple·
mented by the multi-professional management agency with input from local partners where applicable.
Importantly, physical revitalisation is carried out chiefty by local businesses.
The pianoing and implementation of rehabilitation policy under the collective plan n ing model is essen·
tially a process of several rounds of meetings managed joint!y by local partners and the district manage·
ment agency: the nature and stake of these gatherings range from presentation of id eas and discussion
of alternatives, to ma king decisions on virtuaily ali aspects of rehabilitation programmes. This means
that loeals a re made 'owners' not only of programme outcomes (such as a renewed public park) but of
the very resolutions that are behind programme elements. It is, therefore, not only their voice (or vote
for that matter) that counts in this model but al so their understanding of local issues, their mulling over
alternatives, their contribution to making collective decisionsas weil as their partici pation in the reali·
sation of rehabilitation programmesY

The dimension of implications of social urban rehabilitation
on the three types of social capital
The ex pert model's policy of clearance destroys not only houses but also the bonding and bridging social capital vested in many segregated neighbourhoodsin the form ofkinship and neighbourly connec·
tions.16 The alternative policy formulated under the ex pert model, that of infrastructural rehabilitatioo,
usually makes the mistake of 'doing too much good.' The physical rehabilitation of residential buildings
can, for example, result in the gentrification of a neighbourhood 17 as renewed housing facilities are
usually much more ex pensive to maintain. Better-off families move in to the renavated area since poor
households can no Ionger afford to live in these facilities and have to move to other parts of the city
w here conditions are usually similar to those that had characterised their neighbourhood before it had
been renewed in the framework of a rehabilitation programme. The concentration of socially excluded
families in rundown neighbourhoods becames no Iess intensíve as a result: the problem is simply be·
ing relceated in these cases. Gentrification has the same detrimental consequences for the bonding and
bridging social capital thriving in segregated neighbourhoods: kinship and neighbourly connections, to

-

13 Egedy 2005.
14 Egedy 2005, Eged y, Kovács, Morrison 2005, Leipzig Charter on Sustainable European Cities, www.
rfsustainablecities.eu/IMG/pdf/LeipzigCharte_ EN_cleld4cl9.pdf. Visited on 01/07/2011.
15 Alföldi, Czeglédi, Horváth 2007.
16 Halpern 2005:289.
17 Egedy 2005.
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the neighbourhood provicles the social context, became depleted as the compos ition of the neighbourhood changes drast ically. Obviously, the renewed neig hbourhood with its new popuJation can be
grounds for new social capita l forrnation - but that social capital does not enrich the lives of socially
excluded groups.
The partnership model's strategy has crucial implications for social capitaL Pa rti cipation in j oint effarts
to plan and implement the revita l isation of the ne ighbourhood increases bridging social capita l among
locals, and by strength ening local identity, adds to the stock of loca l, neig hbourh ood-related bonding
social capita l as weil. The linking social capita l of loeals is greatly increased in the course ofactivities
coordinated by the ma nagement agency: work wi th the agency's staff as weil as w ith the experts they
engage, res u lts in new contacts to and (pote ntially) trusting relations wi th people in positions of influence. Very importantly, newjobsat local businesses (whose share oflocal renovation works is set to be
the highest possible), c reate bridg ing socia l capital in the form of new colleag ue connectionsas we il as
linking social capita l in the form of boss-staff relations. In co ntrast to the overall pasilive implications
of the partnership model for socia l capita l, it has to be noted that a centra l programme under this model
can have (un intended) negative conseq uences for the overa ll stock of social capita L Certain co nvenlional commu nity development programmes in segregated neighbourhoods are designed to increase
bonding social capital a mong loeals belonging to sa me disadvantaged gender, ethni c or generation
groups by supp or tin g th e creation of var iaus in-group assoc iations a nd acti vities fo r th ese groups disadvantaged even in th e not ve ry favourable socia l co ntext of a segregated ne ig hbourhood . At the same
time, however, such programmes (uninten tion a ll y) prevent members from building connections outside
their groups and th us contribute to the preservation of a low level of bridging social capital amongst
the most di sadva ntaged. 18 A nather shortcom ing of the partnership model is that the focus it has on
loeals is essentiaily a focus on loeals w ho had already organised thernselves into variaus associations.
It ali but forgets abo ut those loeals whose bridging soc ia l capita l is Iess ab und ant and does not make
them visih le elements of the local socia l fabr ic- at least not for urban rehabi litati on policy planners.
Therefore, potenliaily serious tension arises from the discrepancy between the significant increase of
bridging and linking social capital among me mbers of organi sed loca l groups who participate in urban
rehabilitation programmes and the relat ively warsenin g social capital positions of those who do not.
Should therebe a eiuster of middle class fami lies in a seg regated ne ighbourhood, it is they who are
most likely to be act ive in such organisations. 19 Furthermore, even amo ng orga ni sed groups, thereis the
potential for ex isting ineq ualities in socia l capital not on ly to be reproduced as a result ofparticipation
in the plan n ing a nd imple mentation ofrehabilitation programmes, but g roups w ith more initiallinking
social capital became more dominant with in the local community, since they can access and control
disproportionately more resources devoted to rehabilitation programmes. 20 The relative social capital
positions of other loca l groups, and especia ll y of unorga ni sed locals, became much wo rse as a res u lt of
urban rehabilitation in case no conscia us effort is made to manage partnership in a manner sensitive to
such negative conseq uences.
ln termsof implications for socia l capital, it is no exaggeration tomaintain that the collective plan n ing
model of urban rehabilitation actua ll y makes the deve lopment of a li three ty pes of social capital an
explicit objective of its specitic programmes w h ile at the sa metime it attemp ts to g uarantee that social
capital is not destroyed or wea kened as a res u lt of any rehabilitation programme elements. (This can
only be a realistic object ive if there is a way to act ua ll y know what the outgoing conditi ons are and
how programmes affect socia l capital.) Eq ua l! y crucial, however, is the presen ce of what can be called
'social capital mainstreaming' in the thi n king of rehabilitation policy planners, coordi nators and implementers, i.e. ali actars involved in collective planning. One major mistake, however, that urban policy
can make under the collective planning model is that the focus on the socia l dimension and the con-

18 Pantoja 2000, Halpern 2005:290.
19 Field 2003:75-76.
20 Pantoja 2000.
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cornitant social programmes turn from being decisive to being exclusive. 21 The result is that resource
devoted to the renewal of physical conditions of a segregated neighbourhood become meagre or even
non-existent and the overall policy costs become appealingly small as social programmes are relatively
inexpensive to run. 2 2 The problem with this is obviously that social capital is only one of the dimension
of social exclusion: the poor will be better off only if households can better positi on thernselves in the
labour market, their housing conditions improve, and their neighbourhoods become better places to live
in. Realising the latter objectives cos ts a great deal ofmoney-in order not to throw it out of the windoll'.
programmes that develop social capital are needed as weiL If social capital is treated as a panacea for
the problems of the poor, however, urban rehabilitation may certainly end up tackling social exclusion
at its heart, but without heed to its body.

Social urban rehabilitation and the European Capital
of Culture 2010 programmes in Pécs: do the two complex
urban development projects 'click or clash'?
The first momentum in the 10-year-old history of making plans for the segregated neighbourhoodsof
the eastern distri ct of Pécs was w hen, in 2001, local civil associations organised a conference on the
past, present and future of their neighbourhoods wi th the title, 'Pécs Eas t in Focus.' 23 The members of
these organisations carne from among the minority middle class families of the distri ct who were discontented wi th the decline which their residential area had experienced si nce the early 1990s. They possessed enough bridging and linking social capital to make this conference an event that gained serious
urban publicity: the location was the prestigious Regional Seat of the Hungariarr Academy of Sciences
in Pécs, and the presenters inclucted important decision-makers (such as the Mayor and a Secretary of
State), as weil as academics and other professionals. The objective was to raise awareness of the negative tendenci es and already existing urgent social pro b lems of the district, but, more importantly, to
highlight the positive potential of their neighbour-hoods (such as the green environment of the district.
Pécs's Green Heart, as the slogan had it). This local initiative largely corresponded to the colleelive
planning model of social urban rehabilitation, wi th the obvious limitation that not ali locals, but only
middle-class organised groups participated. Ultimatel y, however, it was not experts (either in the Toll'n
Hall or in a management agency) who defined local problems but the local thernselves whotookit upon
thernselves to try to produce some practical solutions to the local predicament
Decision-makers and experts from the local authority felt some obligation as a result of this local initiative and, after office-based preparations, drew up the first, small-scale, and largely experimental, rehabilitation programme called Borbála (nam ed after Sai nt Barbara, patron saint of miners) which ran
between 2005-2006 in one of the segregated neighbourhoods, István akna. The programme inclucled
projects for renovating apartment houses, public spaces, as weil as conventional community development projects. Whilst the Borbála programme design is a clear example of an approach under the expert
model of social urban rehabilitation, implementation was carried out along the lines of the partnership
model since locals, after undergoing appropriate training in the course of the programme, took part in
the renovation of their own apartments and the public spaces of their own neighbourhoods.
The next stage in a series of social urban rehabilitation effortsin PécsEast overlapped with the Borbála
project, not only in terms of time, but also in re spect of some of the personneL This was meant to be a
clear-cut example of the partnership model, adapting experiences gained in this former, experimental
project in István akna. Citi es Against Social Exclusion (CASE) was financed as an Interreg III C project

-

21 DeFilippis 2001, Füzér et al. 2005.
22 Woolcock 2000.
23 Information on this first momentum cfrnaking rehabilitation plansis based on personal communication to Füzér from Ms
Edit Molnár, one of the associationleadersof Pécs Kelet Érdekvédelmi Fórum (Pécs East Forum for Interest Protection).
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of the European Union 24 and, in the context of Pécs Eas t, brought tagether municipal ofticials, politicians, (local) university experts, local public serviceprovidersas weil local residents to make preparations for drawing up the urban rehabilitation policy for the district. CASE made possihle the research
necessary fordetining indicators of and colleeting data for social exclusion and social capitaL The most
mstructive insight from CASE for local project members was the insight that successful urban rehabilitation (i.e. programmes whose outcomes are to be lasting) has to be planned and carried out, not merely
with the participation of, but actually by, the loeals themselves. Such a process is best facililated by a
multi-professional district management agency. The documents prepared by local project partners Jaid
great emphasis on these two elements and recommended the application of the community planning
model. The very !ast phase of the CASE project, however, veered somewhat towards the ex pert model
as in 2008 the city outsourced the task of actually drawing up a rehabilitation programme to (local)
consuiting tirms. 25 In termsof programme design, since then (and in spi te of a complete change both in
the city's leadership in 2009 as weil as in the composition of local government representatives in 2010),
the expert model has dominated and no complex project proposal for funds has yet been submitted. 26
The irony of this shift from collective planning to expert model in developing a social urban rehabilitation programme for PécsEast was marked by the interven ti on of another, equally eballenging complex
urban development project. After years of preparations which had mobilised much support and input
from local artists, academics and professionals, the city in 2005 tiled its application to be a European
Capital of Culture in 2010.27 The main concept behind the bid was that, in the wake of the post-communis! collapse of several branches of industry in the city and its region (with mining being only one,
albeit the most painful component), Pécs and the South Transdanubian Region should take advantage
of its cultural, touristic and recreational potential and transform itself in to a regional cultural centre which could be weil served by the prestigious title. As soon as the announcement was made that Pécs
had won the title of European Capital of Culture 2010, most, if not ali, the time and energy of the management agency (a complete makeover of the one that had coordinated the b id) became concentrated
on putting tagether the programme for the year 2010 and managing ali construction and renovations
works in between. An ambitious array of investments in to large-scale cultural projects 28 began in 2006
- most of which are still under way (either in a physical sense or in terms of tinalising projects tinanciaily as EU funds beneticiaries). To be able to cope with the complex tasks, the agency was turned
into a multi-professional management agency, Pécs 2010 Management Centre, 29 and the municipality
administration also had to switch into a higher gear. Generally speaking, since 2007, not much time,
allent ion, energy or development funds, for that matter, have been left over for the ri val task of social
urban rehabilitation in Pécs East.
This was so in spi te of the fact that the threads of the t wo programm es, Cultural Capital 20 l O and Social Urban Rehabilitation in Pécs East, became explicitly intertwined when, in 2007, the Hungarian
development authorities which manage the use of EU funds made it a requirement for large citi es in
Hungary to compose so called Integrated Urban Development Strategies, along the lines of the Leipzig

24 The project, which ran between 2005 and 2007, brought logether municipalities wi th prior experience
and good practicies in social urban rehabilitation (Hamburg and Gelsenkirchen), and cities of Central and
Eastern Europe wi th serious problems wi th segregated neighbourhoods (Arad, Komarno, Krakow, Olomouc,
Pécs) as weil as two universities, the University of Pécs and the Jagellonian University ofKrakow.
25 The document was final ised in late-2008 under the title ,Preliminary Action Plan for Social Urban Rehabilitation in
Pécs Eas t' (http://eugyintezes.pecs.hu/download/tajekoztatok/strategia/szoc_ rechab_ EATT.pdf, visited on 01 /07/2011).
16 Acomplex project proposal for social urban rehabilitation in PécsEast is foreseen for late
2011 or early 2012 , when regional development funds become available.
27 This discussion is based on Takáts 2011.
28 Such as a the second targest concert hall in Hungary, Kodály Conference and Concert Hall , the
Zsolnay Cultural Quarter (www.zsn.hu, visited on 01 /07/2011), and the Library and Knowledge
Centre which integrates a good part of the university 's and ali of the city 's libraries.
29 The management agency's structure and its position vis-a-vis city administration and other actors (such
as the city 's cultural institutions) proved to be heavily disputed matters (Takáts 2011:279-281).
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Charter (2007). The handbook30 which cities have to use as a guideline for preparing their develop·
ment strategies makes a sharp distinction between so-called function-improving urban development
plans and social urban rehabilitation. In the case of Pécs, the first carne to be identical with the Cultural
Capital project (and its cultural infrastructure investments), whereas the latter concerns the fate of Pécs
Eas t. The current! y valid document that was drawn up (in has te) in 200 8 admittedly concentrated on
the Cultural Capital dimension as an Integrated Urban Development Strategy had to be submitted as
a supplement to Pécs's European Capital of Culture project proposal for EU funds. Now that the year
2010 is over, a revision of the document is in progress and its new version is expected to show a shiftof
focus to social urban rehabilitation. 31
In the course of this revision, several questions remain open as to which model would describe the re·
curring thread of social urban rehabilitation . First of ali, the question is w hether the city's new brand
new Pécs Urban Development Agency (a reorganised version of the Pécs 2010 Management Centre) can
embrace a multi-professional district management agency for social urban rehabilitation in Pécs Eas!.
In its current form the urban management agency is well-versed in cultural urban management and
in implementing large-scale infrastructural projects but is not equipped for running acomplex social
urban rehabilitation programme. The option of abolishing a multi-professional management agency in
toto is unlikely and, therefore, reverting back to a strictly expert model can be considered as improb·
ab le. Most likely it is the local partici pation factor which deterrnines w hether the partnership model or
the community pianoing model will be the appropriate context in which to interpret the (finally) ensu·
ing social urban rehabilitation of Pécs Eas t. In case only loeals organised in to (predominantly middle·
class) civil associations will be utilised, the benefits of sustainability associated wi th the communil)
pianoing model cannot be expected to follow, as that guarantee is predicated upon the involvement of
ali locals, especially those who reside in the crisis neighbourhoods.
In conclusion, the prospeclive ro le of the University of Pécs in the social urban rehabilitation of Pécs
East cannot be foreseen wi th certainty, based on a retrospective analysis of its involvement to date. The
interests of local communities of segregated neighbourhoods and (local) universities coincide in the
models of partnership and community planning. Sin ce the social urban rehabilitation of PécsEast ina
strict expert model is unlikely, local university experts can be expected to become partners to local ana
municipal efforts at social urban rehabilitation and/or facilitators of local efforts in developing, imple·
menting and sustaining social urban rehabilitation projects.
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